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Welcome
Sadler’s Wells is a world-leading dance house, with a spirit of
creative innovation and artistic collaboration at its heart. A key
mission is to fuel the evolution of dance by providing artists with
opportunities to experiment, learn and develop their practice.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a devastating effect on
the freelance creative and cultural sector, which has made it
difficult, if not impossible, for many to carry out their work.
The offer of our new Artist Residencies programme stems
from our desire to support independent dance artists (both
dancers and choreographers) to get back into the studio and
have time to explore whatever is currently present for them
in their practice. This is an investment for artists to think and
play. We want to support artists to be artists, giving them the
agency to work on whatever is interesting for them without any
expectation of a particular outcome.
We welcome expressions of interest from artists who represent
dance in all its forms, regardless of their training or background.
We are committed to making space for new voices and through
this process are interested to meet new people.
We anticipate this will be a competitive programme and are
regretful that we will receive many more expressions of interest
than we are able to offer. It is unusual for us to do an open
call but on this occasion, since the pandemic has left very
few opportunities for artists to present work for audiences
(including us), we wanted to widen our reach and use this as a
moment of connection in support of artists and their practice.
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Image description: Black and white rehearsal image of Seeta Patel for Wild Card: Seeta Patel.
Seeta, a classical Indian and contemporary dancer and choreographer, wears a white shirt and
grey jogging bottoms. She is standing up on her toes with her knees out and hands stretched
out to the sides.
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Week-Long Residencies
For artists with five years’ experience or more
We are offering five dance artists a one-week residency at
Sadler’s Wells along with a grant of £2,000.
• The residency will take place across a week and can
be scheduled at a time to suit the artist between May –
November 2021 (though it may be extended beyond this time
dependent on COVID-19 restrictions)
• The studio offered will be an exclusive hire from 09:00 on a
Monday until 22:00 on a Friday and we welcome each artist
to schedule their working hours as it suits them within these
times (unfortunately, these hours cannot be spread across
multiple weeks due to other scheduling demands)
• We welcome redistribution of the grant, which could go
towards other collaborators fees, resources or anything else
that would make the residency successful for you (it is not a
condition to tell us in advance how this would be spent – the
funds are yours to spend as you wish)
• There is no expectation for a specific outcome of the
residency – these resources are for you to think and play in
support of your professional development
• You will have a designated point of contact throughout the
process, and we offer our time as peers to support with any
preparation necessary for the residency, as well as a debrief
or follow-up meeting if that is helpful for you (this is an offer
and not an essential requirement – it’s totally up to you)
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In addition, to make the residency a success for those with
supplementary needs, we are offering an additional £500
bursary per residency. This money can be used for anything
you might need to overcome barriers that would usually make
your participation prohibitive or more challenging.
These expenses could be (and are not limited to) your personal
access costs or those of your collaborators, childcare or
other caring responsibilities, local transport, travel and
accommodation for those who are not London-based. We just
ask that you let us know if you require access to these funds as
part of your Expression of Interest.

Image description: Photo from Wild Card: Stefan Jovanović rehearsals. Pau Aran Gimeno, in
a grey shirt and black trousers, is knelt down with his hand on Charlie Cattrall’s head. Charlie
is bent forward with his hands and feet flat on the floor, wearing a grey vest and black shorts.
Stefan Jovanović is wearing grey trousers and a grey vest, crouched down and holding Charlie’s
leg with both hands.
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Who Can Apply?
• Independent artists (those who self-identify as dancers or
choreographers) whose practice deals with the body and
movement at its core
• Those who have five years’ professional experience, not
including formal education
• Residents of Great Britain (England, Scotland & Wales)
• Those that are registered as self-employed
Exclusions:
• Those individuals who are part of a Sadler’s Wells associate
programme (Associate Artists, New Wave Associates, Young
Associates, Resident Companies, Associate Companies,
International Associate Companies & National Partners)
• Those who reside outside of Great Britain (including Northern
Ireland)

Image description: Rehearsal photo from Hetain Patel for Candoco. Dancer for Candoco Dance
Company, Mickaella Dantas, smiles and holds her crutch up to the left. She is wearing a black
and white patterned shirt with flowers.
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Micro Residencies
For artists embarking on a career in dance in 2019 or 2020
We are offering three early career dance artists a two-day
micro residency at Sadler’s Wells along with a grant of £800.
• The residency will take place across two consecutive days
and can be scheduled at a time to suit the artist between May
– November 2021 (though it may be extended beyond this
time dependent on COVID-19 restrictions)
• The studio offered will be an exclusive hire from 09:00 on a
Saturday until 22:00 on a Sunday and we welcome the artist
to schedule their working hours as it suits them within these
times (unfortunately, these hours cannot be spread across
multiple weeks due to other scheduling demands)
• We welcome redistribution of the grant, which could go
towards other collaborators fees, resources or anything else
that would make the residency successful for you (it is not a
condition to tell us in advance how this would be spent – the
funds are yours to spend as you wish)
• There is no expectation for a specific outcome of the
residency, other than to support your professional
development
• You will have a designated point of contact throughout
the process and we offer three meetings to support your
residency: an introductory meeting to get to know one
another, a planning meeting to get the most out of your time
in the studio and a follow-up meeting to check-in and support
your thinking about next steps (this is an offer and not an
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essential requirement – it’s totally up to you to help you get
the best from the residency)
In addition, to make the residency a success for those with
supplementary needs, we are offering an additional £200
bursary per residency. This money can be used for anything
you might need to overcome barriers that would usually make
your participation prohibitive or more challenging.
These expenses could be (and are not limited to) your personal
access costs or those of your collaborators, childcare or
other caring responsibilities, local transport, travel and
accommodation for those who are not London-based. We just
ask that you let us know if you require access to these funds as
part of your Expression of Interest.

Image description: Rehearsal photo from Wild Card: Katye Coe. Charlie Morrissey, wearing a
blue shirt and green trousers, leans on Katye Coe, resting his elbow on her left shoulder. Katye
is wearing a blue shirt and purple trousers and has her hands behind her back. Graeme Miller
stands in the background with headphones and an audio recorder.
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Who Can Apply?
• We are particularly interested in supporting those embarking
on a career in dance in either 2019 or 2020
• You might have been held back or unable to kickstart your
career due to the COVID-19 pandemic
• We would expect you to have had dance experience in
readiness for a career in performance and/or choreography
• Residents of Great Britain (England, Scotland & Wales)
Exclusions:
• Those individuals who are part of a Sadler’s Wells associate
programme (Associate Artists, New Wave Associates, Young
Associates, Resident Companies, Associate Companies,
International Associate Companies & National Partners)
• Those who reside outside of Great Britain (including Northern
Ireland)

Image description: Botis Seva in rehearsal with Far From The Norm. Botis leans backwards with
his eyes closed. He has one hand open near his face and the other hand held out in front of him.
He wears a black shirt.
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How To Apply
Please complete a short Expression of Interest online:

Week-Long Residencies form
Micro Residencies form

In this form we ask for some basic information about you. We
also ask you to tell us:
•
•
•
•
•

What is currently present for you in your practice?
What are you interested in?
What would you like to explore further?
What have you recently been experimenting with?
What have you not had the chance to explore in your practice
yet?

You can submit in any of the following formats:
• Written statement (word count of 500-700 words)
• Audio or video recording (length of 2-3 minutes)
If you require help with this section, please visit the Help Page.
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We are committed to reducing unpaid labour within the cultural
sector and as such we invite you to keep your submission to
the approximate length and respond with what comes to you
instinctually at the time of giving this your focus. We ask that
you use the suggested word count or length as a rough guide –
please don’t spend time trying to edit your response to a precise
number or time.
The deadline is Wednesday 31 March at midnight. You will
receive an automatic response when your Expression of Interest
has been received, if you don’t receive an e-mail within 24 hours,
please contact us via the details at the end of this pack.

Image description: Two Far From The Norm hip hop dancers in rehearsal. Jordan Douglas,
wearing a black shirt, holds the right shoulder of Ezra Owen, who is crouching and wearing a blue
and white shirt.
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Access
We are committed to being open and inclusive. We hope the
process is accessible to all but realise that some may still
encounter barriers in accessing this offer.
If this resonates with you, please get in touch by phone, text
or e-mail to let us know what additional support you require to
make your submission possible. Regrettably, we cannot give
advice on your specific response to the expression of interest
as we will remain impartial in the process.
You can also listen to an audio version of this pack here. If you
need a large-text or audio version of the Expression of Interest
Form please enable the immersive reader by clicking the three
white dots in the bottom right-hand corner of the header at the
top of the form.
Contact:

Christopher Haddow, Assistant Producer
E-Mail: Christopher.Haddow@sadlerswells.com
Phone or Text: +44 (0)7834 524 014
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Selection Process
We have appointed an Artist Panel of Sadler’s Wells Associates
to carry out the selection process. Vidya Patel (Young
Associate), L’atisse Rhoden (New Wave Associate) and Hetain
Patel (New Wave Associate) make up the panel, along with
Sadler’s Wells Producer Robyn Cabaret.
The panel will follow a blind selection process, whereby the
personal information given in the form is separated from the
response submitted. Residency recipients will be shortlisted
based upon their written, audio or video statement only.
The panel are interested in supporting artists whose practice
might align with one or some of the following, and we welcome
others too:
• Unexpected perspectives or forms: practices that are
innovative and extend beyond accepted norms
• Change and challenge: practices that agitate existing
structures and push people to think differently
• Commitment and rigour: practices with mindfulness and
depth that might also follow a single lineage, form or style
• Authenticity and originality: practices that celebrate
individuality and exercise freedom
• Playfulness and experimentation: practices that are
adventurous and risk-taking
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We are committed to foregrounding under-represented voices
and as such, we aim to offer at least three of the five Week-Long
Residencies and two of the three Micro Residencies to:
• Artists who do not have a relationship or history with Sadler’s
Wells
• Artists from systemically marginalised groups (including,
and not limited to, artists with disabilities, financially
disadvantaged, Black, Brown and artists of colour, LGBTQIA+)
• Artists that identify as female or non-binary

Timeline
The timeline for the open call is as follows:
Thursday 4 March
Call out opens for Expressions of Interest

Wednesday 31 March
Deadline for Expressions of Interest (midnight)

Friday 30 April
Responses sent to all
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FAQ
What style of dance is eligible?

This opportunity is to support independent dance artists
(dancers and choreographers) no matter what particular style
their practice is rooted in. We are open to hearing from a wide
range of artists.
Can I apply with a particular idea for a work that I would like
to develop?
These residencies are intended for practice-based research
as a way to support artists in returning to the studio. We
understand that there will most definitely be ideas that artists
may want to explore and test so this may be part of what is
worked on during the residency.
Is there access to help me apply?

Yes, the materials are available in large-print, plain text and
audio. If you need further assistance with access, including our
support with the understanding of terms used in this document,
we can help. Please use the contact details on the next page.
Are there age restrictions for either residency?

You must be aged 18 or over to apply. We acknowledge that
everyone’s journey is different, therefore there are no specific
age specifications for either residency.
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Can I apply if I live outside of Great Britain?

No, this offer is only available to artists with permanent
residence in England, Scotland and Wales.
I am having trouble with the form, please help:

First, please check the Help Page in case it contains the
information you are looking for. If you experience any IT issues in
completing or submitting the expression of interest form, please
contact us using the details at the bottom of this page.
Please contact:
Christopher Haddow, Assistant Producer
E-Mail: Christopher.Haddow@sadlerswells.com
Phone or Text: +44 (0)7834 524 014

Image description: Five dancers in rehearsal with Candoco Dance Company. Laura Patay,
Mickaella Dantas and Tanja Erhart are in the background in front of a row of red chairs. To the
left, Megan Armishaw looks over her shoulder while dragging Adam Gain by the ankle with both
hands. Adam is laying on his back with his hands held above him. Joel Brown, in his wheelchair,
looks at Megan and Adam, and holds a microphone stand in the air with his right hand.
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